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General information
MRT POPUP is a mobile target for practice shooting at moving targets.
The system consists of a basic design with an engine unit with integrated
radio receivers. In addition to the basic module is, for example, various types of tar-
get protections, advanced radio transmitters and different types of antennas available 
- all explained further in this manual.

Recommended target boards for this unit are of the corrugated plastic type but even 
prints mounted on, for example, plywood or aluminum can be used without any 
problems.

This manual includes description, operation and care of the target and brief descrip-
tions of its communications equipment and accessories.
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1. Safety rules

1.1 Definitions

In this manual are the terms “WARNING”, “CAUTION” and “Note” used with the 
following meaning:

Are used if improper handling can lead to personal injury.

WARNING

Are used if improper handling may lead to damage to property.

CAUTION

Note
Are used to emphasize important information or important instructions.

1.2 General

Described equipment may only be operated, maintained and serviced by trained 
personnel. Personnel should observe and follow all warnings and safety precautions 
concerning material involved as described in this manual.

1.3 Motor unit

In the context of installation, programming, operation and maintenance of the unit 
there is a risk for injuries at the target device board attachment mechanism.

Before any work of the motor unit starts it shall be shut down 
and de-energized. Risk of personal injury.

WARNING
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1.4 Remote control

In the use of remote control for MRT POPUP there is a risk of personal injury if 
personnel is at the target when it is operated.

Make sure no personnel are working with the target during 
operation. Risk of personal injury.

WARNING

1.5 Warning decals

Locate and read the warning labels that are placed on the device.
Warning, prohibition and information signs must not be concealed, altered or dam-
aged. If the warning information has become damaged or otherwise not readable, 
these should be replaced immediately.
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2. Data

2.1 Data - motor unit

2.2 Details - motor unit

2.3 Charger - motor unit

Part number ......................................................................... 318484
Name ................................................................................... MRT POPUP V2.0

Power supply ....................................................................... 12VDC 3,2 A Via battery
Power consumption ............................................................. 4-6Ah (~33mA at rest)
Lowering- / Raise time ........................................................  ~1sec
Weight ................................................................................. 10kg
Size ...................................................................................... 53 x 25 x 26cm

Part number ......................................................................... 78736
Output current ..................................................................... 12VDC 1A

3. Materials list

3.1 Included components

 Art no Name  Amount   Note
1. 360000 MRT POPUP V2.0 1
2. 757550 Antenna 1
3. 311800 Leg support 1
4. 311810 Handle 1  For attaching leg supports
5. 78735 Hit sensor 2  Red (5.1) & Blue (5.2)
6. 78736 Charger 1
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4. Construction and function

4.1 Construction - overview

MRT Popup V2.0 consists of a chassie, an engine, electronics package and target 
board attachment on a bracket with mounted rotary sensor. The chassis is  
constructed of powder coated steel and is fitted with handles, connection to hit sensor 
and the sockets for slave targets and charging. Mounted on the target’s top side there 
is a control panel of membrane type (Figure 1) for control of the target’s features as 
well as a carry handle.

At the back side of the target there are attachment for support legs and safety buffers 
between the chassie and board attachment (Fig. 2). On the front end of the target 
there are fittings for attaching the front cover, protection of box-type are not mounted 
on the target but as a freestanding part over the unit.

Control panel Safety buffer / board attachment

4.2 Function

The target´s various functions are controlled by a microprocessor (single-chip  
computer). An impact in the board creates vibrations which the hit sensor under-
stand and sends a signal to the microprocessor, which in turn ensures that the engine 
lowers the target board.

The board is then lowered during a set time and then raised again automatically, 
five various times can be set where of the last one is endless, the board must then be 
raised by radio transmitter.

Settings for number of hits and sensitivity are also made even them using the control 
panel mounted on the targets top side before the target is taken into use.
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4.3 Assembling

4.3.1 Antenna

4.3.2 Leg supports

4.3.3 Target boards

4.3.4 Hit detector

The antennas attachment is bayonet type, plug the antenna into the antenna cover and 
turn the socket 90 degrees clockwise until the bayonet fitting locks.

Attach the leg supports by first screw of the bolt handle on the target’s back.
Put on the stand on the screw stud and screw in the appropriate position with
the screw handle. When the stand is tightened, the handle of the bolt handle is pulled 
out and placed horizontally.

Raise figure holder by pressing the ON / OFF button for 3 sec. Then turn off the 
target by pressing the ON / OFF button for 3 sec.
Loosen the board holder. Push the target as much as possible between the plates in 
holder bracket and retighten the screws so the board is seated.

4.3.3.1 Plastic target board 78770

Loosen the screws in holder bracket. Make 2, about 4 cm long and 1.5 cm wide slits 
in the target side for the screws. Insert the board in the holder bracket.
Tighten the screws for the holder bracket. If additional bracing of the board is  
required it should be glued to 3mm masonite or equivalent.

4.3.3.2 Other target boards

Attach the hit sensor in one of the target board holes (for best performance, use the 
middle one) and secure by screwing on the lid. Connect the hit sensor cord to the 
target. It is also possible to attach the sensor in the board by screwing the lid with 
screws, for example, with wood screw or through-bolt with nut.  
 
In the use of high-speed ammunition and short distance we recommend a blue hit 
sensor that has higher sensitivity. The sensitivity can be suppressed by using the 
control panel of your target or with damping hood 78743 to eliminate the precipitate 
of the bow wave / blast.

Note
The target board must not extend below holder bracket.
In the use of target boards heavier than 1.5 kg, it need support of the board 
in the down position, such as tires or that target device are lowered in a 
pit or similar so the unit not will be damaged when lowering the the target 
board.
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5. Usage

5.1 Control panel
The control panel on the target’s top surface is of membrane keyboard type and 
consists of three buttons and fourteen LEDs.

5.1.1 Buttons functions

5.1.1.3 POWER

5.1.1.1 SET / RESET

5.1.1.2 SELECT

Used for programming / pairing with radio transmitters and resetting of possible 
previous programming.

For setting the number of hits, time before the target gets up and response sensitivity.
Press SELECT <1 second to adjust levels and >1 second to change the type of  
function.

Hold for 3 seconds to turn the device on and off.

5.1.2 Indications

The fourteen different LEDs on the control panel is used to indicate events and 
choices made in the settings.

5.1.2.3 Other indicators

5.1.2.1 Programming indicator

5.1.2.2 Yellow marker LEDs

Up in the right corner, middle of the green sight, we find a red LED used for the 
programming of radio transmitters and contact with it.

The control panel consists of a total of eight yellow LEDs where three is used to in-
dicate which event is adjusted and the remaining five shows which value is selected 
for each event.

In addition to the previously mentioned indications are also LED indicators for 
battery status, power, overload, and one LED to indicate whether the target is in the 
master (lit) or slave mode (off).

Note
For more information regarding. programming can be found in the relevant 
transmitter user guide
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5.1.1.1 Set / Reset

5.1.2 Indicators
- Levels

5.1.1.2 Select

5.1.1.3 Power button

5.1.2 Indicators
Number of hits / Time Away / Sensitivity

5.1.2.1
Programming- 
indicator

5.1.2.3
Battery status

5.1.2.3
Overload LED

5.1.2.3
Master LED5.1.2.3

Power LED
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5.2 Usage without remote controll

5.3 Targets in series

Each master device (green LED indicator MASTER) can have up to 20 wired slave 
units under it (option - slave cable part. no.78640).

The entire group can be raised or folded simultaneously, on the slave units are the 
LED “MASTER” then switched off

If the slave units have been lowered of hits you must first press “HIDE” on the trans-
mitter and then you can raise the whole group again.

Start the target by pressing the ON / OFF button for 3 sec. “HITS 1” lights.
Set HITS, TIME , SENSE to the desired values  .
Check that the sensor works by snapping on the board (simulating shots)

The target rises for up position at start if it is in the lowered posi-
tion. Risk of personal injury - crushing risk.

WARNING

Note
Slave units can not be raised individually after hit.
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6. Service & maintenance

The battery must be disconnected before servicing / mainte-
nance. Risk of personal injury

WARNING

Service and maintenance of the target device must be performed 
by trained personel. Risk of material damage

CAUTION

The service and maintenance allowed by trained personnel outside the MR Targets 
are adjusting shock absorbers, replacement of sensor cable, replacement of the bat-
tery and change of the control panel.

6.1 Changing the battery

Open the target device’s bottom and locate the battery (Fig. 1) 
which is mounted in the targets back side with a T-shaped battery 
holder. Unscrew the battery holder, replace the battery and then 
reassemble there after the battery holder in its original location.

6.2 Adjustment of the vibration damper

Set the board holder in the up position before the target bottom 
are opened. At the target’s upper section is the motor unit (Fig. 
2), on the motor mount, located in the middle, the screw (A) for 
vibration damping is found. Loosen the adjusting screw lock nut 
and then tighten the screw (clockwise) until the board holder no 
longer have too much play, check by feeling the board holder. 
Reattach the lock nut and check the target function prior to its 
bottom refitted. Note that this action is only made if the target 
shows signs of hypersensitivity, such as folds itself in strong 
winds.

6.3 Replacing the control panel

Open the target device’s bottom.
Disconnect the control panel from the target motherboard (B), 
turn the unit around and remove the panel from the target. The 
new panel is then fitted with most caution, particularly when 
panel mounted so it covers all the holes and the surface is clean 
where the panel located. It is also important that the panel cable 
is drawn correct into the motherboard (B) before reinstalling.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

A

B
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7. Troubleshooting

Trouble Possible cause Solution

Nothing happens when 
the buttons are pressed.
(No LED lights up)

The battery is discharged. Charge / replace the 
battery.

Overload indicator is lit. The electronic fuse has 
blown due to too large
load on the engine.

Fuse is reset by  
turning off the target in 
20 seconds.

LOW VOLTAGE lights
(Red battery indicator)

If the voltage is below 
10.5 V the LOW voltage 
lights

Charge / replace the 
battery.

The target does not react 
at all or react badly when 
you “snap” on
the hit sensor.

Sensor broken.
Improper setting of the 
sensitivity.

Replace the sensor.
Check the sensitivity on 
the target

Target drops even with 
shots to the side of the 
board.

For short distance to the 
shooter.
Min. distance is 30m.
To high sensitivity set on 
target.

Try using damping hood 
part.no. 78743
Check / lower sensitivity 
on target.

The target is frozen, ie 
nothing happens when the 
buttons are pressed.

The target contains of a 
microprocessor that has to 
be restarted.

Disconnect the power to 
the target for at least 10 
seconds by unpluging the 
battery.

The target does not 
respond as a slave.

The target is set as Master.
Indication for Master 
lights on the control 
panel.

Slave plug is loosely 
inserted or defective.

Press POWER once and 
see that indication of the 
Master is not lit.

 
Replace the cable.

The target falls by itself, 
for example in high 
winds.

Adjustment screw for the 
upright position.

Leave the target to the 
workshop for adjustment.
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8. Accessories

 Part no. Name Note
8.1 78740 Front protection Protection from direct hits
8.2 313050 Target protection Protection from direct hits and from an angle
8.3 758000 External antenna Used with 313050 or as signal amplification
8.4 313600 Extra battery For MRT POPUP -orginal internal battery
8.5  Extra battery For external attachment
8.6 78743 Damping hood Used to eliminate incorrect folding
8.7 78640 Slave cable For linking target units together
8.8 753000 MRT 7500-25 Up to 8 targets via two modes (4*2 targets)
8.9 756000 MRT 10CH Controll up to10 targets + raise/lower all
8.10  Scheme transmitter Will be released during 2014
8.11 78735 Hit sensor Blue - Higher sensitivity
8.12 78731 Hit sensor Red - Normal sensitivity
8.13 78750 Transportation case Material - plywood

8.1 8.2 8.3
8.4

8.12

8.6

8.7

8.8 8.9 8.10

8.11

8.13

MR 680R

Time, before first turn

Time showing

Time hidden

Number of sequence

SHOW HIDE
4

SHOW HIDE
3

SHOW HIDE
2

SHOW HIDE
1

SHOW HIDE
8

SHOW HIDE
7

SHOW HIDE
6

SHOW HIDE
5

START RESET

SELECT

STOP

8.5
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8.1 Front protection

8.2 Protection box

8.3 External antenna

Mainly used in combination with protective box 
(pn. 313050) as this hides the ordinary antenna, can 
also used in more demanding environments, and 
disturbances with radio signal.

Data
Cabel: 5m
Connection: BNC

Made out of 6mm thick armor plate and protects 
the target against direct front hits and even at an 
angle from the target.
No mounting on the target are required as well as 
the protection is fully stackable for transport.

Data
Weight: 20kg
Size: 70x40x40cm (WxHxD)

Made out of 8mm thick armor plate and protects 
the target against direct hits. Comes complete with 
rubber, vinyl and assembly hardware. 

Data
Weight: 12kg
Size: 35x25x5cm (WxHxD)

5m
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8.4 Extra battery

Extra battery for external mounting.
Special brackets is required for external battery.

Data
Weight: 1,95kg
Size: 20 x 8,5 x 7cm (WxHxD)

8.6 Damping cap

8.7 Slave cable

Are used to link the targets, forming, for example, a series 
with a master target followed by (up to) 20 slave targets.

Data
Length: 5m

A damping hood are used to eliminate incorrect folding  
of the target when hit by the bow wave / blast.

Recommended to be used in shooting used with
high speed calibers and at short distances.

Data
Size: 15 x 13 x 10cm (WxHxD)

Built in extra / spare battery for the MRT POPUP
PN 313600 (for internal mounting). 

Data
Weight: 1,25kg
Size: 13,5 x 6,5 x 6,5cm (WxHxD)

8.5 Extra battery
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8.8 MRT 7500-25

8.9 MRT 10CH

8.10 Scheme transmitter

MR 680R

Time, before first turn

Time showing

Time hidden

Number of sequence

SHOW HIDE
4

SHOW HIDE
3

SHOW HIDE
2

SHOW HIDE
1

SHOW HIDE
8

SHOW HIDE
7

SHOW HIDE
6

SHOW HIDE
5

START RESET

SELECT

STOP

MR 680R

Time, before first turn

Time showing

Time hidden

Number of sequence

SHOW HIDE
4

SHOW HIDE
3

SHOW HIDE
2

SHOW HIDE
1

SHOW HIDE
8

SHOW HIDE
7

SHOW HIDE
6

SHOW HIDE
5

START RESET

SELECT

STOP

MR 680R

Time, before first turn

Time showing

Time hidden

Number of sequence

SHOW HIDE
4

SHOW HIDE
3

SHOW HIDE
2

SHOW HIDE
1

SHOW HIDE
8

SHOW HIDE
7

SHOW HIDE
6

SHOW HIDE
5

START RESET

SELECT

STOP

The simplest of our transmitters.
A proven and appreciated transmitter where you control up 
to eight target groups via two separate modes on the 
transmitter.

Data
Weight: 85g
Size: 65 x 90cm (BxH, exkl. antenn)
Range: 1000m
Battery life: 500h<
Battery type (REV1): 1st cr2032 
Battery type (REV2): 3st AAA

Control up to ten target groups from a single transmitter 
and without mode switching. This transmitter also has a 
new function to raise and lower all targets with a single 
keypress! The transmitter is also rechargeable and has an 
operating time of up to 500 hours per charge. 

Data
Weight: 390g
Size: 110 x 184cm (BxH, excl. antenna)
Range: 1000m
Battery life: 500h (run mode), 3000h (rest mode)

In 2014 are MR Targets AB going to launch a completely 
new type of transmitter to our targets with features such as 
pre-programmed schedules of up to eight individual target 
groups.

Data
Size: 120 x 150 cm (BxH, excl. antenna)
Range: ~1000 m
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8.13 Transportation case

Luxurious shipping crate in plywood for convenient stor-
age and easy transfer of targets at longer distances.

8.12 Hit sensor - RED

8.11 Hit sensor - BLUE

Since the blue hit sensor has higher sensitivity it is 
suitable for shooting with ammunition such as 5.56.

The red hit sensor has a lower sensitivity than the blue 
and is designed for ammunition such as 9mm and 308.



MR Targets AB 
Brandvägen 5 
880 50 Backe 
SWEDEN 
Phone: +46 624 10510  
E-mail: info@mrtargets.se 
www.mrtargets.se


